Fida, a crypto token solid like a house
The world around is changing rapidly. Only money and real estate remain the same and incorrigible.
Buying a house includes besides being lucky to even find the right one, encountering a lot of
financing problems. And renting a house is even more unaffordable. This is a result of the old
institutions and their way of thinking who pass on their problems to be paid by us. Wouldn’t it be
great if we could solve our problems ourselves? With fida, the latest crypto token solid like a house.

Fida, built on bricks and blockchain.
The principle behind fida is actually quite simple. With money invested in fida token, wownity company
buys homes for people who don’t want to, or don’t meet the requirements to, obtain a mortgage. The
rent tenants pay will, based on a smart contract, mainly be used to buy back fida from the exchange
and burn them. This will drive an increase in value of fida constantly. The underlying real estate will be
transferred to the tenant over a period of maximum 30 years thanks to an exclusive first right to buy
option. This is a true revolution on the housing market!

A crypto token that holds its value
This concept is certainly as disruptive for people who always wanted to invest in cryptocurrency, but
found the risks too big. Fida isn’t built on quicksand but on the solid fundament of real estate that is
bought on request of the future owner. Thanks to advanced blockchain technology fida is completely
transparent. And the best thing is: the earlier you invest the higher your return will be.

Extra return for founders
Participating in phase 1 contributing to the first 5M foundation cost, rewards you with first fida founder
(fff) status with accompanying benefits: no less than 15% of wownity’s yearly EBIT over € 500.000 will
be used to acquire fida from the exchange. Subsequently, those bought back fida will be proportionally
divided for free amongst fida investors with triple-f status. Even if you have sold your initial fida. With
triple-f-status you can enjoy a reward for 30 years which according to our prognosis already could
reach 5% in 2022.

Bonus program for friends.
Also, in phase 2 there’s a bonus if you buy your fida on time. During introduction phase we sell 15M
token for € 1 per fida. At the same time, we give away 1M fida for early fida buyers with the status of
fida friend (ff). The earlier you buy your fida, the higher your bonus will be, varying from 2,5 - 15%. This
bonus program only applies to fida friends buying the 15M fida in phase 2.

Act quickly!
We can imagine that you are pleasantly surprised by this equally clever and sympathetic initiative.
Finally investing sustainably and socially responsible in crypto token. We can also imagine that you
have questions before you make such an investment. So, look on our website https://www.fida.io
with the extensive white paper and FAQs. But do not wait too long because fida starts on the 28th of
May with the attractive first phase.

As usual, fida can only be purchased with Ethereum and Bitcoin. Our fida Public Address can
only be found when you have logged in on our https://www.fida.io website. This is the only
valid fida Public Address. To no other address you should transfer your Bitcoin or Ethereum.
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